;. Ulen.et.al.,.2013; .Yazdanpanah. et.al.,.2011 Terzopoulos.et.al..(Kass.et.al.,.1987; .Terzopoulos,. 1987 (Hamarneh.et.al.,.2001 (Hamarneh.et.al.,. ,.2009 (Caselles.et.al.,.1997; .Cohen,.1991; .Xu.and.Prince,.1998 (Xu.and.Prince,.1998 )..Geodesic.active.contours.(GACs).were.similarly.developed.by.both. Caselles.et.al..(1997) .and. Yezzi.et.al..(1997) of. Chan.et.al..and.of.Yezzi.et.al..(Chan.and.Vese,.2001; .Tsai.et.al.,.2001 (Cootes. et.al.,.1992 (Cootes. et.al.,. ,.1995 (Cootes. et.al.,. ,.2001 .Cootes.and.Taylor,.1997; .Cremers.et.al.,.2001 .Cremers.et.al.,. ,.2002 .Cremers.et.al.,. ,. 2008 . Dambreville. et. al.,. 2006; . Etyngier. et. al.,. 2007 ;. Leventon. et. al.,. 2000; . Paragios. et. al.,. 2006; . Pohl. et. al.,. 2007; . Vu. and. Manjunath,. 2008; . Warfield. et al.,.2000 (Anguelov.et.al.,.2005; .Finley.and. Joachims,.2008; .Kolmogorov.et.al.,.2007; .McIntosh.and.Hamarneh,.2007 . Szummer.et.al.,.2008; .Taskar.et.al.,.2005 .Rao.et.al.,.2009 (Anguelov.et.al.,.2005; .Finley.and.Joachims,. 2008; .Szummer.et.al.,.2008; .Taskar.et.al.,.2005 (Kass.et.al.,.1987; .Terzopoulos,.1987 (Cohen.et.al.,.1992; .Cohen.and.Cohen,.1993; .Delingette. et. al.. 1992; . McInerney. and. Terzopoulos,. 1995a; . Miller. et. al.,. 1991; . Staib. and. Duncan,.1992b; .Whitaker,.1994 In. contrast,. implicit. contours. were. built. from. the. ground. up. to. handle. changes.in.topology. (Caselles.et.al.,.1997; .Osher.and.Paragios,.2003; .Osher. and.Sethian,.1988; .Sethian,.1996) (Tsai.et.al.,.2004) .and.probability.maps. (Cremers.et.al.,.2008 ).
More. recently,. graph. methods. have. emerged. where. the. segmentation. is. represented.by.the.assignment.of.labels.to.a.graph. (Barrett.and.Mortensen,. 1997; . Boykov. and. Funka-Lea,. 2006; . Boykov. and. Jolly,. 2001; . Boykov. and. Kolmogorov,.2003; .Falcão.et.al.,.1998; .Falcão.and.Udupa,.1997; .Grady,.2006; . Mortensen. and. Barrett,. 1998; . Shi. and. Malik,. 2000 (Paragios.and.Deriche,.2000 ,.2002 .Samson.et.al.,.2000; .Vese.and.Chan,. 2001; .Zhao.et.al.,.1996) .and.graph-based.representations. (Boykov.and.Jolly,. 2001; .Grady.and.Funka-Lea,.2004 (Ballerini,.2001; .Chan.et al.,. 2000; .Sapiro,.1996; .Shah,.1996; .Shi.et.al.,.2008) ,.tensor.data. (Nand.et.al.,.2011; . Rousson.et.al.,.2004; .Wang.and.Vemuri,.2004; .Weldeselassie.and.Hamarneh,. 2007 even.temporal.data. (Saad.et.al.,.2008 .Hamarneh.et.al.,.2004 .Tang.et al.,.2012; . Rana.et.al.,.2009; .Ng.et.al.,.2012 (Cootes. and.Taylor,.1997; .Cootes.et.al.,.1992 .Cootes.et.al.,. ,.1995 .Cootes.et.al.,. ,.2001 .Cremers.et.al.,.2001 .Cremers.et.al.,. ,.2002 .Cremers.et.al.,. ,.2008 . Dambreville. et. al.,. 2006; . Etyngier. et. al.,. 2007 ;. Leventon. et. al.,. 2000; . Paragios. et al.,. 2006; . Pohl et al.,. 2007; . Vu. and. Manjunath,. 2008; . Warfield. et. al.,. 2000) .. One.of.the.most.notable.works.in.this.area.is.that.of. Cootes.et.al.,.where.they. introduced.and.refined.active.shape.models.(ASM) . (Cootes.et.al.,.1992 (Cootes.et.al.,. ,.1993 (Cootes.et.al.,. ,. 1995 (Cootes. and. Taylor,. 1997; . Cremers,. 2008; . Cremers. et. al.,. 2001 . Cremers. et. al.,. ,. 2002 .Dambreville.et.al.,.2006; .Etyngier.et.al.,.2007; .Fletcher.et.al.,.2004; .Sozou. et.al.,.1995 (Pohl.et.al.,. 2007 ).or.an.explicit.boundary-based.model. (Cootes.et.al.,.1995) . (Andrews. et. al.,. 2011b; . Appleton. and. Talbot,. 2006; . Barrett. and. Mortensen,. 1997; . Boykov. and. Funka-Lea,. 2006; . Boykov. and.Kolmogorov,.2003; .Bresson.et.al.,.2007; .Cremers.et.al.,.2008; .Falcão.and. Udupa,.1997; .Falcão.et.al.,.1998; .Grady,.2006; .Li.and.Yezzi,.2006; .Mortensen. and.Barrett,.1998; .Nikolova.et.al.,.2006 (Ballerini,. 1998 (Ballerini,. ,.2001 .Fan.et.al.,.2002; .Ibáñez.et.al.,.2009; .MacEachern.and.Manku,.1998; . McIntosh.and.Hamarneh,.2011; .Tohka,.2001 (Ghosh. and. Mitchell,. 2006; . Mignotte. and. Meunier,. 1999; . Ruff. et.al.,.1999 ).. Mignotte.and.Meunier.(1999) .incorporate.prior.shape.information. by. defining. the. mean. as. a. circular. deformable. template,. while. Ruff. et.al..(1999) .use.a.PDM.for.occluded.shape.reconstruction,.and. Ghosh.and. Mitchell.(2006 Siarry,.2002) ..The.set.of.Pareto.optimal.solutions.for.a.given.problem.is.known. as.the. Pareto front,.and.there.is.no.preference.among.them.unless.a.ranking. is.provided.between.the.objectives.. Nakib.et.al..recently.used .multiobjective. optimization. to. determine. the. parameters. for. a. thresholding. algorithm. for. image.segmentation. (Nakib.et.al.,.2010 ).. Hanning.et.al..present .an.approach. using.a.piecewise.approximation.of.the.image.similar.to.the. Mumford-Shah. model.(Mumford.and.Shah,.1989 ).using.multiobjective.optimization.to.decide. the.trade-off.between.the.number.of.segments.and.the.image.approximation. error. (Hanning.et.al.,.2006 where .
Minimizer

P S I P I S P S P I
Maximizing. (23.3) .is.equivalent.to.minimizing.its.negative.logarithm .
S P S I S
* arg min ( log ( | , )), = -w .
( 23.5) where.=.−log.P(I|S,.w).−.log.P(S|w),.and.the.denominator.has.been.removed. as.it.has.no.consequence.on.the.minimization..Now.suppose.we.model.our. probabilities.as .
P S e P S I e w internal S w external S I
( | ) (Bullitt.et.al.,.2003 )..Vessel.segmentation.remains. an.interesting.application.area.of.energy.minimization.methods.because.of.its. unique.challenges..Firstly,.the.topology.is.complex,.and.as.such.many.of.the. already.mentioned.topology-adaptive.shape.models.were.first.demonstrated. in.their.application.to.vessel.segmentation.(McInerney.and.Terzopoulos,.2000 ).. Secondly,. the. vessels. are. often. of. very. low. contrast. motivating. advances. in. image.terms.(Frangi.et.al.,.1999 .Vasilevskiy.and.Siddiqi,.2002; .Wink.et.al.,.2001 .Wink.et.al.,. ,. 2004 (Lorigo.et.al.,.2001; .Sundaramoorthi.et.al.,.2007 )..For.example,. Lorigo.et.al..modify.GAC.to.deform.along.the.medial.axis.of.a.tubular.shape,. as.opposed.to.its.surface.(Lorigo.et.al.,.2001) ..For.a.complete.survey.of.vessel. segmentation.techniques,.the.reader.is.referred.to. Lesage.et.al..(2009) . MIS.method,.expert.segmentations.and.synthetic.data,.each.of.which. has.its.own.inherit.advantages.and.drawbacks..Expert.segmentations.can.be. time.consuming.and.costly.to.obtain..Furthermore,.expert.segmentations.suffer.from.both.inter-.and.intraoperator.variability.because.multiple.experts,.or. even.the.same.expert.on.different.days,. can.obtain.differing.segmentations.of. the. same. object.. Warfield. et. al.. attempt. to. address. problems. with. inter-. and. intraoperator.variability.through.an.expectation-maximization.algorithm.that. weights.different.segmentations.according.to.a.variety.of.measurements.and. rules.(Warfield.et.al.,.2004 ).. The.key.advantage.to.expert.segmentations.of.real. medical.data.is.that.the.data.is.real.and.hence.it.demonstrates.the.applicability. of.the.method.to.the.problem.at.hand..Synthetic.data.can.be.created.by.either. physical.or.computational.phantoms..Physical.phantoms.are.those.physically. constructed.and.then.imaged.in.some.manner,.whereas.computational.phantoms.are.simulated.using.mathematical.models.designed.to.replicate.human. anatomy.under.specific.imaging.protocols.(Cocosco.et.al.,.1997; .Hamarneh.and. Jassi,.2010 (Dice,.1945) ,.the.Jaccard. index. (Jaccard,.1901) ,.and.the.Tanimoto.coefficient. (Tanimoto,.1957 (Changizi.and.Hamarneh,.2010) .that.has.been.used.for. segmentation.of.anatomical.images. (Andrews.et.al.,.2011a,b (Bresson.et.al.,.2007; .Cremers.et.al.,.2008; .Kolmogorov.and.Zabin,. 2004 (Andrews.et.al.,. 2011a,b; .Changizi.and.Hamarneh; . ,.Saad.et.al.,.2010a .Top.et.al.,.2010 .Top.et.al.,. ,.2011 
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Appendix 23.B: Snakes: Details and Derivations
Classical. deformable. shape. models. (Terzopoulos,. 1987 (Elsgolc,.1962 
